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194.1.1.5    Net ID 5
Telephone
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194.1.1.36194.1.1.35194.1.2.35
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Test 1: Measurements into IDM
Test 2: Measurements into GenAVC software
Test 3: GenAVC software predicts target voltage
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Locations of confirmatory measurements
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Measured Voltages, at St. Margaret Way
GenAVC estimated voltages, on Acle Feeder (node 13): Minimum values
GenAVC estimated voltages, on Acle Feeder (node 13): Maximum values
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Measured Voltages, at Durdar
GenAVC estimated voltages, at Red Cat Lane (node 86): Minimum values
GenAVC estimated voltages, at Red Cat Lane (node 86): Maximum values
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Measured Voltages, at Bridge End
GenAVC estimated voltages, at T Riverside (node 90): Minimum values
GenAVC estimated voltages, at T Riverside (node 90): Maximum values
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